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Project Profile #2 - Karran Edge Stainless
Steel Undermount Sinks
Associated Dental Clinic
Madison, WI

Challenge:
Finding a stainless steel sink that could be mounted in countertop
surfacing materials that was easier to keep clean and maintain than
traditional drop-in surface mount sinks. At the same time offering a
seamless, visually appealing and bacteria free installation.

Solution:
Karran Edge Stainless Steel Undermount Sinks offer a seamless
installation creating an air-tight anti-microbial environment. Karran
Sinks stand up to the rigors of healthcare applications, chemicals
and maintenance and can be mounted seamlessly under different
surfacing materials such as Avonite Solid Surface and high pressure
laminates like Pionite Decorative Laminates.

Testimonial:
“We provided the casework and millwork for a large dental office.
This was our first experience with the Karran product line. Jaeckle
was extremely helpful during the process with pricing and just as
importantly with availability and lead times. There was online support
we could use for machining the holes which provided good fit and
finish. Our client as well as the architect were very happy with the end
result and would recommend Karran on future projects.”
Forrest Lipke
General Manager
Hillcraft of Wisconsin
“Our client wanted a highly cleanable counter and sink space. They
had come from an older office with laminate counters and stainless
surface mount bowls. They have a second location that is newer with
solid surface counters, but still surface mount stainless bowls. The
stainless is important as some of the materials that may be poured
into the sink can cause staining. However the surface mount sinks
were difficult and consuming to keep clean at the edges. Our client
was thrilled to have an option to use the solid surface counters and
get a seamless installation with the Karran Edge Stainless Steel Sink.
The bowls were slightly higher in cost than solid surface integral
bowls, but the function and cleaning of 40+ sinks daily just got a
whole lot easier and more sanitary! As a designer, the look is fabulous
– and best of all will remain fabulous.”
Cindy Howery
Interior Designer
Potter Lawson, Inc. Wisconsin
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